Perfect turf? It's a regular walkover.

Ryan Turf Care Equipment

Continuous use can make your ground as tough as old boots. Thatch and compaction are the result. As you know, scarification and aeration can reduce it. Ryan can cure it.

And that's not cobblers! Ryan's uniquely designed machines will tackle all of these problems effectively. So, for the best turf care available, you can rely on Ryan.

RYAN BUILT TO LAST

Distributed in the UK by Victa (UK) Limited
Beechwood, Chineham Business Park
Basingstoke, Hants. RG24 OWA
Telephone: 0256 50301 Telex: 858282 VICTAG Facsimile: 0256 840518
Record profit from Ransomes

A 36 per cent increase in pre-tax profits to £13.2 million (£9.7 million) has been reported by Ransomes for the year to 31 December 1988. This is the sixth consecutive year of record profit growth. Turnover increased by 13 per cent to £92.1 million compared with £81.2 million in the previous year.

The Group’s strategy in both the commercial and consumer grass machinery markets is to grow organically by the development of new products and expanding the range whilst, at the same time, seeking acquisitions which either complement the product range or strengthen the Group’s geographical coverage.

Sales of grass cutting machinery, Ransomes’ main activity, improved by 25 per cent.

The benefit of new manufacturing techniques introduced since 1986 are starting to show in the results. Computer aided design and computer aided manufacturing systems have proved particularly successful at Ipswich, whilst the ‘just in time’ manufacturing principle at Mountfield and robotic welding equipment in the USA are reducing unit production costs.

During 1988, Ransomes made three strategic acquisitions. In January, Steiner Turf Equipment Inc based in Ohio was purchased for £1.19 million. In September BTS Green SpA situated in Renate near Milan was acquired for £0.86 million whilst Granja S.A. located at Toulouse was bought for £2.58 million in December.

Steiner Turf Equipment increases the Group’s presence in the American market, and provides Ransomes with a range of specialist products which complement the Group’s existing range of commercial machinery. The Steiner products are now sold worldwide using the extensive Ransomes distribution network.

BTS Green and Granja, which both manufacture domestic rotary mowers, have strengthened the Group’s position in the European consumer grass cutting machinery market. They provide manufacturing centres as well as distribution networks in Italy and France.

The existing Ransomes businesses generated a positive cash flow during 1988, but the purchase of the above companies together with the working capital needed for their day to day operations meant that Group borrowings increased during the year to £7.8 million.

New operator for golf centre

Basingstoke and Deane Borough Council have appointed A M Golf Services as the operators for the par three golf course and new driving range on the West Ham Leisured Park site. The company was chosen from six others for their package which proposes a high standard of service.

The new driving range is currently under construction by John Jacobs Associates, and will consist of 24 floodlit bays which will be open from 9.30am until 10pm seven days per week. The conversion of an existing building into a Pro Shop will be another addition to the par 3 course already on site.

A M Golf Services is run by Anthony Walters and Mark Howell; Mr Walters has had considerable experience in leisure management and Mr Howell is a club professional who has been a professional golfer for ten years, three of them playing on the European Golf Circuit. They are both committed to making golf accessible to all members of the public, and providing facilities and opportunities for everyone to become involved in the game.

Despite record attendances, the growing popularity of the game and the mild winter allowing more play, the golf Centre is expected to have operated at a small deficit for the 1988/89 financial year. By the Council providing the additional facilities and appointing a golf professional to operate the facility on their behalf, the public will have greater opportunities and the centre will produce an operational surplus. The company has been awarded the concession for five years.

New amenity grass seed brochure

Booker Seeds Ltd has just published the 1989/90 edition of “Grass Seed Mixtures For Amenity Turf Areas” and copies are available free of charge from the company’s Sleaford office.

This 32 page booklet is one of the most comprehensive publications of its type. The new edition highlights the company’s well proven range of ‘Designer’ mixtures and a useful selection chart makes it easy for all customers to identify the most suitable formulation for their individual requirements.

The company says it has extended its selection of grass and wild flower mixtures to cover a more diverse range of habitats and also include a wider choice of colourful native species.

In the introduction to the booklet Booker Seeds stress the importance of their Technical Support Team and point out that specialists in this field are available for ‘on-site’ consultations.
Grade A Amenity seeds from British Seed Houses are for groundsmen who want only the highest quality turf.

Whether your requirement is for golf courses, sports grounds, parks, urban areas, road verges and reclamation sites - British Seed Houses can supply the right mixture for your needs.

At their extensive grass trials ground at Lincoln, British Seed Houses evaluate hundreds of different cultivars. Only the best are selected for use in Grade A mixtures.

With 24 different mixtures available, advice on the appropriate Grade A mixture to use for specific site requirements can be obtained from our experienced and technically qualified staff.

Send for a catalogue for more details of Grade A Amenity Seeds from British Seed Houses Ltd., Bewsey Industrial Estate, Pitt Street, Warrington, Cheshire WA5 5LE. Or telephone (0925) 54411.

Lindum are Masters of growing fine turf for golf greens and tees.

"I am absolutely delighted with the quality of the Lindum turf supplied for the greens of our new south course." Michael Hunter, Estate Manager, Wentworth Golf Club.

Need we say more? If so, ask for a copy of our new brochure.

For more information, telephone Stephen Fell, 065 261 329, Lindum Seeded Turf, Church House, Horsted, Burton on Humber, South Humberside DN18 6BG.

THE MASTERS OF FINE TURF PRODUCTION
THE SS100 . . . FIRST ON THE GREEN

IT GRADES . . . IT SHREDS . . . IT BLENDS . . .

Now, from GRADEALL comes a new concept in greenkeeping. A unique combination of blending, shredding and grading in a single unit that gives you:

*MAXIMUM MOBILITY

*HIGH PERFORMANCE RELIABILITY

*MAXIMUM TONNAGE OF QUALITY TOP DRESSING

*MINIMUM EFFORT

The SS100 performs aggressively on even the poorest quality damp soil with stones, shrubs and sods producing high quality loose and manageable soil. In fact, the SS100 turns tough, lumpy organic humus into pure, workable compost.

From cricket tables, to bowling greens, to golf greens and fairways . . . indeed any turf area . . . you'll benefit from the SS100's unique capabilities.

For Hire. For Sale. For Service.

CALL US...

if you want to make the GRADE!
Weeds ‘picked off’ in bunkers with pin point accuracy by the Panther Compact Lance.

Sta-Brite sales growth
Thermay Sta-Brite Products Ltd is celebrating a year of phenomenal sales growth with the enlargement of its sales force and new distributorships.

The Farnborough, Hants based company now covers the whole of southern England, with the team headed by Chris Sharp and now being joined by Chris Rudkin and Bernard Wall.

Sta-Brite has recently been appointed sole distributors for England and Wales for the Swiss-made Schweizer Royal range of top grade, slow release nitrogen fertilisers. The Royal range is said to be ideal for golf courses and includes four different formulations that are micro-granulated specially for use on golf greens, plus seven other products ideal for tees, fairways and roughs.

Farmor have also granted distributor status to Sta-Brite for a range of organic fertilisers.

Sta-Brite’s new 1989 Catalogue is available now and lists a host of new products including its own Nitrosolo range of economically priced high nitrogen fertilisers, a re-formulated range of grass seed mixtures, TSP HI-FLIERS, plus a new range from Booker Seeds.

New herbicide lance gives ‘sniper’ accuracy
A new applicator that will spray weed killing chemicals with pin point accuracy is about to be launched onto the British market.

The hand held Panther Compact Lance manufactured by the Nomix Co. and available in May through their subsidiary company, Chipman Ltd has taken the controlled droplet applicator to its ultimate efficiency.

Weighing less than 2kg including a full container of chemicals an operator can set the rate of spray at a comfortable walking pace, to cover fence lines, out of bounds trenches and the edges of bunkers, without any danger of chemical drift.

Before setting off, the operator calibrates the flow rate and spray width into a sealed cup. The chemical is then automatically let back into the container.

The sealed 750ml plastic pack of the herbicide, Stirrup, with a glyphosate base is produced by Monstanto Chemicals. The pack is snapped into the handle of the lance so it becomes a complete sealed unit. This quantity is sufficient to spray a band of weedkiller 15cm wide along three miles of fence line.

The lance can also be adjusted to spray over a wider band or at its narrowest for treating around trees, shrubs or spot application. Greenkeepers will find this lance particularly useful for weed treatment in sand bunkers and along path edges between tees.

Power for the lance is provided by four easily purchased pencil type batteries either disposable or the rechargeable variety.

So far only Stirrup has received MAF clearance as a herbicide, but John Collins, Chipmans commercial manager, anticipates a further range of chemicals will be available later in the year after approval at the Ministry Testing Laboratories.

The total droplet control system allows undilute chemical to be sprayed with great accuracy and minimum drift. There is also incorporated a tracer element so the operator can see exactly where the chemical has been applied.

The advantage of Stirrup, according to Dr Richard Garnett, Monsanto’s UK manager is that the chemical acts through the leaves of the plant, leaving no residue in the soil or leaching. He also confirmed there would be no harmful effects on wildlife.

Complete Weed Control take to the water
Following its purchase of Aquaply Ltd in 1988, Complete Weed Control is now set to tackle the aquatic weed market on a national basis.

In November 1988, CWC held an aquatic training course for its staff which was conducted by David Spencer-Jones of ‘Waterwise’. Over the past two months they have received additional training on boat handling and application techniques from CWC sales and marketing director, Nick Thain, who is himself an NPTC aquatics examiner. These courses were held at various locations throughout the country and each was then followed by an examination, using independent NPTC examiners.

As a result, CWC now has a total of 21 personnel holding PA5A certificates of competence, including two NPTC examiners. The PA5A module covers boat mounted hydraulic boom nozzle, viscous
Machines for professionals
(made by professionals)

As the world leader in lawn and grounds care machinery, JOHN DEERE offers you the technical knowhow needed to master the difficult tasks of golf and turf care. Every piece of JOHN DEERE golf and turf equipment comes with years of experience. Experience that shows. In the superior engineering, rugged design, reliable performance and easy operation. So choose quality. Choose JOHN DEERE. Our golf and turf equipment masters every task with utmost perfection.

NOTHING RUNS LIKE A DEERE

Why not TURFEQUIP your machinery
For 18 years, scientists at Queen’s University, Belfast worked to solve the perennial problem of annual meadow grass. The result is a unique seed mixture of Chewings fescue and browntop bent for our exclusive new greens turf, Rolawn Advantage. It's a significant breakthrough and represents another important milestone for Rolawn, Europe’s finest turf grower.

So what are the advantages?

- First, no annual meadow grass means the smoothest textured, “greenest” green for your members (and your committee).
- And Rolawn Advantage is actually guaranteed supplied free of annual meadow grass.
- There’s also the option to have Rolawn Advantage closer mown to bring the green into play earlier.
- There’s fast delivery nationwide (within 12 hours of harvesting) from Rolawn’s own network of Turf Depots.
- And of most importance, there’s peace of mind through Rolawn’s fastidious reputation for quality. Quality achieved through meticulous checking of every part of every field. (Ask any top greenkeeper and he’ll tell you as much).

If other turf growers promise similar advantages, just check their credentials.

You can check ours by filling in the coupon and sending (FREEPOST) for the Rolawn Advantage Information booklet. Even better, you could book an inspection visit to see the turf for yourself. We’d be delighted to welcome you.

To: Rolawn Ltd., FREEPOST, Head Office, Elvington, York, YO4 5DH
Please send me without delay my copy of Rolawn Advantage - The Ultimate Greens Turf □ I/we should like to inspect the growing turf □ Please send details of your other turf and how I can obtain it □

Name: ____________________________
Club/Business: _____________________
Address: __________________________
Tel No: ____________________________

Rolawn ADVANTAGE

After 18 years of development you’d expect our new greens turf to have one or two advantages.

Rolawn E U R O P E ’ S F I N E S T T U R F

ROLAWN LTD., ELVINGTON, YORK, ENGLAND. YO4 5AR TEL: (0904-85) 661
the first time there is a truly national net-water. Gel, granule and hand held applicators to work of contractor staff from a single company covering the important aquatic weed market in Great Britain.

**Elmwood students visit Gleneagles**

Recently a one week course in Supervisory Studies for greenkeepers was held at Elmwood College. This year there were 20 students on the course from throughout the UK, from Islay and Inverness to Woking. Apart from a full programme of study including topics such as staff motivation, budgeting, communication, interviewing techniques and public speaking, the students had the opportunity to be shown round the golf complex at Gleneagles by Mr Archie Dunn, Head Greenkeeper on the Kings Course. The students were also addressed by external speakers from the greenkeeping world including Alistair Connell, Estates and Golf Course Manager, Cawdor Golf Club, Bishopbriggs and John Philp, Head Greenkeeper, Carnoustie Golf Club, Carnoustie. The group are shown in the photograph with Mr A Smith, (extreme left) Senior Lecturer in Horticulture and Course Tutor.

**Improving the approach**

However lovely the venue potholes in the approach roads, through roads and paths spoil the whole effect and give rise to complaints and possibly claims for personal injury or damage to vehicles. Yet unsightly and dangerous as such potholes are; their repair has to wait on suitable weather, on being able to shut the area for repair, on waiting for enough holes to warrant calling in a contractor. Now however permanent repairs which completely blend with the road surface taking an average of 3 minutes each can be effected by unskilled labour to any type of breakdown in tarmac/asphalt, in any weather conditions using only a broom, shovel and a British product Emcol Instant Road Repair without even having to close the area. Packed in 25kg buckets with a storage life of 10 months this product is applied cold with no mixing, cutting out tack coats or rollering except for large overlays.

Formulated by Emcol International Ltd of Bristol and manufactured in 35 locations in 25 countries overseas, Instant Road Repair is available throughout the UK (carriage free) in quantities from two packs to truck loads.

**Basingstoke Golf Club to be sold**

At an Extraordinary General Meeting held by the Basingstoke Golf Club Ltd, on Wednesday 29th March, the voting members present resolved by 335 votes to 47 "That the company's existing golf course and premises shall be sold and the company shall acquire in its place two new 18 hole golf courses with ancilliary golfing facilities and such sale and purchase shall be on the best terms reasonably obtainable by the board of directors."

This decision confirms the rumours and happenings of the past 12 months during which time several offers have been received for the 105 acres 18 hole golf course. The board has appointed the residential and leisure divisions of chartered surveyors Humberts to act on their behalf in the disposal of the course and the acquisition of an alternative site, probably south of the M3 motorway, upon which can be placed two 18 hole courses and a modern club house.

The fact that these momentous decisions can be considered by the existing Membership, is brought about by the strong possibility that the 105 acres course will be included in the second alteration of the North East Hampshire Structure Plan due for publication in the near future. Basingstoke requires 4500 houses and Hampshire County Council in its recommendations to Nicholas Ridley, Minister for the Environment, have suggested that these be provided as an extension to Basingstoke Town between 1991 and 2001.

Provided that a suitable site for the relocation of the existing Club can be found, the development of the 105 acres could receive the support of the planners. Humberts partners, Jeremy Blanchard and Nigel Talbot-Ponsoby, are in contact with interested developers.

**Course measurement changes**

A change in the regulations now allows clubs to set the par score for every hole on their course effective from 1st April.

The Council of National Golf Unions have included the revised regulations among a number of modifications to the standard scratch score and handicapping scheme introduced in 1983.

Previously only length had been the criteria for deciding par. A par three hole measured up to 250 yards from the competition tee marker to the centre of the green, a par four between 251 and 475 yards and a par five 476 yards and above.

Under the new rules a par three cannot be longer than 250 yards, but a par four can be in the range of 220 yards to 500 yards. A par five can be set from 440 yards and a par five 476 yards and above.

The revision does not affect the standard scratch score of a course, but does allow clubs to adjust par to take account of the terrain between tee and green and the normal prevailing weather conditions.
Maintaining a water balance on the English Riviera

Situated on the Haldon plateau, almost 900 feet above sea level, Teignmouth Golf Club enjoys breathtaking views towards Portland Bill in the east and across Dartmoor to the west. Yet, the unique position of this seaside course brings its own special problems, as Michael Bird discovers.

Spring water pumped 600 feet up an escarpment has literally been a summer life-saver for the greens at Teignmouth Golf Club.

Stored in a below-ground reservoir and applied to the course by automatic irrigation, the water has helped maintain adequate grass cover and growth during times of low rainfall, protecting the turf against the strong, burning winds which are particularly prevalent on the panoramic 18 hole course overlooking the Teign estuary in south Devon.

In winter, however, it's a completely different story, as head greenkeeper, Jack Moore, explained: "The course was designed and constructed under the supervision of Dr Alisdair Mackenzie, opening in 1924. No drainage system was built into any of the greens at the time and that situation still exists today.

"Because there was no practical or convenient way of getting water onto the course at the time, it was designed so that virtually every fairway sloped towards a green, allowing rainwater to run to where it was most needed," he said.

"That may have been a good idea 50 to 60 years ago, but we are suffering as a result. The nature of the land, which consists of a maximum four inches of peaty top soil over a layer of flints, and then a layer of shaley clay, has produced a great deal of subsidence and compaction around the course as a result of the traffic over the years."

That situation, coupled with the lack of adequate drainage, meant that the greens became waterlogged quite quickly, resulting in thatchy and uneven putting surfaces.

Although temporary greens are still used occasionally at Teignmouth, there has been a great improvement in course conditions as a result of work instigated and carried out by Jack Moore and his team of three assistants over the past six years.

"For a start, it was imperative that the greens be kept open to allow the water to escape as quickly as possible," he explained. "So, in addition to slit aeration at weekly intervals over winter, and solid tining every fortnight during the summer, we also Verti-drain each year in October."

Water diversion has also been assisted by contouring of the surrounds of the most badly-affected holes.

Because the greens were also looking very tired as a result of their water-logging in winter and battering by sun, wind and feet during the summer, Jack Moore initiated an annual programme of turf dressings, starting with an application of lawn sand at the end of March.

The greens are then scarified and top-dressed with sand which, said Jack, had been most beneficial in helping to keep the surfaces open.

This treatment is followed three to four weeks later by BASF's Floranid N slow-release fertiliser, spread at a rate of 3oz per sq. yard.

A second similar application of Floranid is given in June or July, sufficient, Jack Moore explained, "to take us through to the back end of the year."

In September, every green is hollow tined with a Coremaster machine and top dressed, again with straight sand. Last year, for the first time, overseeding was carried out using an 80 per cent fescue, 20 per cent bent mix.

"This was most successful," pointed out Jack Moore. "Germination was good and the overall results were excellent. We shall definitely be doing the same again this season."

As part of the summer turf maintenance programme, the greens are lightly scarified fortnightly and a light top dressing of sand is applied each month. "Because of the past history of the greens, we do have a thatch problem," explained Jack.

"This treatment, together with regular slitting using the Cushman, has helped no end."

Although the greens are mowed daily in the summer - to ¾in normally, or ¼th inch prior to a tournament - the story is very different on the remainder of the course.

"When I arrived, all areas were cut extremely tight," pointed out Jack Moore. "The result was some pretty horrific golf ball bounces with wind burn soon turning the turf brown in dry spells."

The first action taken by Jack was to increase the height of cut on the fairways, greens approaches and surrounds. He also reduced the frequency of mowing. "We needed more grass cover. It doesn’t grow that quickly anyway due to the altitude and the acid conditions, while the surface gets extremely hard due to the drying winds and the flinty soil. We now aim to keep ¾in of grass on the fairways."

To minimise wear on the tees, marker positions are moved daily, while mowing - to ¾in minimum - is a twice-weekly operation.

Because golfers are out early at Teignmouth, due to the extremely high number of summer visitors, Jack Moore and his staff are always on the course at 6am, cutting the greens first thing and moving the hole positions every other day.

However, this operation has become increasingly difficult due to the uneven surfaces of the greens, which were not flat even when constructed.

"Dr Mackenzie liked to build in different levels on a golf green," explained Jack Moore. "This, coupled with the subsidence has left us Continued on page 20
with very few level areas for pin placement."

As a result, a programme of green rebuilding is now underway, commencing with the construction of a brand new short hole which will be ready for use in the spring of 1990, and designed to be brought into play when one of the existing greens on the course is being worked on.

The first green planned for attention is the 16th which has sunk 3 feet since it was built.

With design assistance from golf course architect, Fred Hawtree, the intention is to level and extend the green and install a modern drainage system. The surrounds will also be recontoured so that water no longer flows onto the putting surface. Other badly-affected greens will receive the same treatment in future years.

At the same time as the new 135 metre short hole was constructed, Jack Moore and his team prepared the land for a new fairway and tee for the 18th.

"The aim is to make this a par four instead of a par three hole, with an interesting dog leg to the right," he explained. "Because of the lack of top soil, it was impossible to plough so, after clearing the virgin gorse and heather, we rotary cultivated and raked instead. Having removed more than 30 tonnes of flints, seeding was completed last September."

Rabbits are a major problem on the 6,142 yard, par 71, heathland course which is bordered on all sides by common land, so Jack has had to completely fence in both the new spare green and the new 18th fairway and tee for protection.

Fencing is one job he has had to carry out regularly in the past, especially on ground under repair or where greens surrounds have been recontoured to minimise the risk of flooding.

"Our biggest hazard is the shallow depth of the top soil, leading to other problems elsewhere," he explained. "Erosion of walkways and the areas around greens and our 74 bunkers was very bad when I came to the course in 1982."

"My first job was to hire in a screening plant which we used to make 3000 tonnes of a soil and sand mix. This was carted around the course, spread out in the most badly-affected areas and then seeded. The improvement is now welcomed by members and the greenstaff."

Jack Moore pointed out that the job had been made easier because he had inherited two superb assistants: "Charlie Woolnough and Nick Stonelake were here when I arrived. They are first-rate lads and can turn their hands to any job on the course."

"Our apprentice, Danny Spencer, is proving to be both enthusiastic and dedicated. I never forget that a head greenkeeper is only as good as his staff."

Although no drainage is present within any of the original greens, the course does possess an effective main system which is regularly being added to.

Drainage channels, about 18in deep, border many of the fairways to catch rainwater running-off from